
Creating a Good Video Game Review 

Understanding the nitty-gritty involved in creating a good video game review is very important for any 

writer today. Gaming has become the 21st century hobby, and a clear picture on the game prior to 

playing it is definitely welcomed. Actually, gaming reviews are crucial, considering that video games 

account for a staggering 90 billion-dollar industry globally.  Here are some great tips that a writer can 

use for creating a good video game review. 

Gamers are highly skeptical, and they will sniff a fake review a mile away. A professional video game 

reviewer should have precise details on gameplay, design, features, and overall game functionality at 

hand. When you become acquainted with this basic information, before writing your review, it boosts 

your confidence. It also affirms competence to your readers once they begin going through your review. 

Understanding the following- how and what works in the game, new options that are available and what 

details require further testing- will help you have an air of authority while reviewing. Being accurate on 

these details makes your review stand out as professional. It distinguishes it from the rest of the easy, 

need-to-hear crowd that lacks content and originality. 

Familiarizing yourself with the goal of the game is definitely as essential, as learning the gaming basics. 

This can only be accomplished through playing the game. It enables you to grasp any fine details, prior 

to writing a review. It will be really unfair, for your readers, when you hurriedly cruise through the game, 

on easy mode, since you will miss out on some important complex-gaming mechanics. It also means that 

you will miss out on important core foundations of the game, ultimately resulting in an inaccurate 

gaming perception. Being conversant with these key gaming mechanics is fundamental to creating a 

valid, honest video game review. Writing down notes while playing the, can help provide some good tips 

for reviewing.  

Having good balance in your detail accounts for a great game review. This can be accomplished by 

precision-oriented game details, avoiding vague information, as well as, complex gaming words. 

Avoiding a play- by-play kind of writing, to creating a more focused gaming experience, will make for an 

interesting read.   Try as much as possible to avoid spoilers, and allow your readers to get a chance to 

experience the game themselves. Eliminating generalizations, key precision on important gaming 

foundations, coupled with a focus on the best and worst gaming parts in the game, will provide a 

professional, well-rounded review. 

Finally, including something that you liked or disliked about the game is a great way to finish the review. 

You can also add a recommendation on whether you approve of the game or not; a definite way to 

allow your readers to make an overall game rating. 


